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2002 saw a step up in industrial action, and the continuing impact of a
ballot-paper revolt from the membership of unions fed up with
supine, pro-partnership leaders.

Industrial action included strikes by the NUTand NASUWTin
London schools, NATFHE, AUT and Unison in London colleges, and
UNISON in London councils over London allowances.

PCS had a national strike over safety, and, in the biggest local gov-
ernment dispute since 1979, Unison, GMB and TGWU took national
action over pay.

The excellent response to the local government strike was sadly not
matched by the leadership who called off the strikes for a very poor
deal—lions led by doormats. The dispute showed up the weakness of
the left in local government Unison, who did nothing to oppose the
vote in favour of a crap deal.

The ballot revolt continued apace in 2002, with Derek Simpson
unseating Sir Ken Jackson to become joint General Secretary of AMI -
CUS, and Tony Woodley winning TGWU deputy general secretary in
a dry run for this year’s General Secretary election.

The votes for these and other ‘awkward squad’candidates in postal
ballots in the unions show that members have had enough of leaders
who preach partnership with the bosses and the Government. This
was also reflected at this year’s TUC and Labour Party conferences
when union votes defeated Blair on PFI and the war on Iraq.

The revival in industrial action and shift away from ‘partnership’is
still only one step up rather than a leap to a higher level of class
struggle. The left is very weak in the unions and the rank and file
organisation required to give real force to the mood for change is
missing. This may change faster than we expect but it could also
allow the mood for change to be squandered.

In this context the FBU dispute could be a watershed. A defeat for
the FBU could knock the wider movement back and would be used as
an ideological cattle prod against the unions by Blair. Solidarity with
the FBU is vital. However, the response of the wider labour move-
ment has been very poor. No serious attempt to mobilise the strong
support for the FBU has been made by the leadership of other unions.
The TUC has spent its time trying to tame the FBU leadership and
placate the Government.

The initial walk-outs on the tube in support of the FBU but using
safety as an issue crumbled, as the rail union’s leaders left action
down to individuals. Other solidarity action has not materialised yet. 

The law can be bent and broken, and, in the end, defeating the anti-
union laws will depend on this kind of defiance, but the laws are still
major shackles on our movement, and our involvement in and build-
ing of the United Campaign for the Repeal of the Anti-Trade Union
Laws must be improved. 

The United Campaign is now a mainstream union campaign. We
would be very foolish to abandon it when it gives us a major ‘in’to so
many unions and workplaces, but, above all, because the anti-union
laws are of massive importance. 

The AWL needs to ensure we do all we can to take up the argu-
ments for support, solidarity action, and the bringing forward of other
unions’claims to launch strike action alongside the FBU.

Each union, each fraction and even each workplace needs a plan of
action for our work, but some general points are important to make. 

Our union work needs to focus on workplaces to ensure a solid
base for our class struggle ideas in our own workplaces and grass
roots union structures. While work in the wider union and across
union structures remains important, such work can only be sustainable
if it is grounded on a real base in workplace organisations. Far better
to have a real base for our basic ideas on which we can build than
fantasy ‘big influence’in half empty and unconnected union commit-
tees.

Nationally, No Sweat and the United Campaign give us serious
national initiatives to orientate to. No new flashy national initiative
can fix the basic need to ground our work in the workplaces and in
our fractions.

Workplace bulletins and serious, constant union work that focuses
on the basics can be linked to the bigger issues. This will be the key
to effective union work in the next period.

We must not neglect the need to ‘talk socialism on the job’.
Recruitment in union work is always difficult, but contact work is
vital. While striving to be the best union militants we should remem-
ber that not every militant union activist will be a contact and that not
every contact will be a union activist.
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